Plastic Paradise (1997), a massive yet precarious-looking vertical installation made of cheap, mass-produced industrial consumer goods found in popular places in Seoul, is one of a series of installations that South Korean artist Choi Jeonghwa (b. 1961) has produced since the mid-1990s. With architectonic metaphors that enact a uniquely self-reflective critique of Korean modern society and its ethos, this excessively vertical installation signifies the utopian hope of the Korean masses toward industrialization. However, its fragile material structure alludes to a counterutopian reality latent in Korea's compressed growth (apch'uksŏngjang). This article provides a reading of the visual and tactile elements of Choi's art, which presents its unique structure as a cue for a nuanced social critique. Presenting samples of mass production as testaments to a modern utopia, Plastic Paradise critiques the pervasive myth within a society of mass consumption that these goods have become the totem of happiness "for all." Inspired by Choi's original observation of the dynamic form of the life of the masses, the installation also demonstrates how their seemingly mundane, everyday life is punctuated by the iconoclastic utopianism that they embrace for the future, and their understated creativity that continues to adapt and transform the given environment. In this way, the installation becomes both a monument and an antimonument to the state of development and its pervasive optimism.
. Transformer (2015) by Choi Jeonghwa. National Museum of XXI Century Arts. Roma.
Plastic Spectacle and a Dream of Utopia
The words brought to my mind by Korean cities are crowdedness, extreme freshness, fusion, mix-stew, makeshift, colorfulness, fake, flimflam fabrication…. These characteristics are not really negative elements for an artist. I want to make them into a new aesthetic language. Crowdedness as a new aesthetic language; freshness as an "aesthetics of rawness"; fusion, mix and colorfulness as a "contemporary folk aesthetic"; fake and pusil [flimflam fabrication] as an aesthetics of "intense carelessness" as opposed to the aesthetic notion associated with that of refinement. I believe one can extract a new sense of beauty from these.
-Choi Jeonghwa (1999, 147, emphasis added) Park 56 Another way Choi's installations narrate the story of the masses' optimism in a manner pertinent to the era of accelerated growth is through monumentalizing the utopian values innate in industrial mass-produced goods. Choi samples and assembles the consumer goods in a way that accentuates their abundance, versatility, and expendability as a condition of the utopia that industrialization has enabled through its capacity for infinite production and replication of these objects. It is also possible that the sampled goods are narrating, more specifically, how mass consumption has become a way of life in post-World War II industrial liberal society across the globe; the consumer goods have become the primary means by which this society achieves its social goal of egalitarianism (Cohen 2003; Rupert 1995, 160; Williams 1982) . Put another way,
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Cross-Currents: East Asian History and Culture Review e-Journal No. 27 (June 2018) • (http://cross-currents.berkeley.edu/e-journal/issue-27) the infinite cycle of production and consumption of ever new products has become the means to "bring happiness and personal fulfilment" (Dunn 2008, 8) for citizens who have then transformed themselves into "constantly moving happiness machines" (Curtis 2002 ). Plastic Paradise may, then, be narrating how that global phenomenon made its way into this region, conveyed through the nuanced visual narratives of its particular and syncretic mode of localization. From this perspective, the ephemerality of versatile low-end consumer goods, which contributes to the tactile characteristics of this installation, also seems to trigger the story of a utopian aesthetic in the age of mass production. Distinguished from permanence and uniqueness (McHale 1969, 101, 103) , the traits that cultural objects of the preindustrial era stand for, ephemerality is the key condition of the "mass-replicability" and "expendability" of these objects available at the disposal of the masses. In an essay titled "The Plastic Parthenon," British artist and sociologist John McHale echoed this idea as the utopian aesthetic of "a materially ephemeral present and future" (1969, 103 ).
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Ephemerality: The Symptom of Compressed Development and the Memory of Counter-
Utopia
The aura of optimism surrounding Plastic Paradise witnesses the utopian impulse within the society that enabled the Miracle of Han River. The work offers an affirmative recognition of the masses' optimism toward industrialization and of the egalitarian dream innate in industrial society through mass consumption. Yet the ephemerality of this towering structure of amassed kitschy consumer objects-the appearance of which is somewhat laughable-stops us from reading the installation as just an innocent celebration of such optimism and simultaneously prompts a critique of it. The uneasy hollowness of this spectacular monument of low-end consumer goods signifies an empty spectacle that embodies traces of memories of the failure of the utopian dream, or optimism, and of the counter-utopian reality within the state that has undergone what is commonly dubbed "compressed development" (apch'uksŏngjang). This concept addresses the accelerated mode of development that "late developers" in East Asia (the "Four Dragons," including South Korea, Singapore, Taiwan, and Hong Kong) have undergone over a much shorter period of time than the "early developers" in Europe and North America have taken for their development.
13 According to D. Hugh Whittaker and others, these East Asian "late developers"
share and expose similar vulnerability to various internal and external challenges. For example, the "policy stretch" they have been commonly involved in as a measure of the "adaptive state" made them become especially vulnerable to "corruption" and "external disruption" (Whittaker et al. 2008, 18) . In a nutshell, as a contrived empty plastic spectacle, Plastic Paradise can be read as a satire of the vulnerability innate in the state, which was once celebrated as a model for other developing countries in the world but has become the object of close scrutiny.
It is against this backdrop of accelerated growth bearing a tremendous vulnerability that Plastic Paradise, which seems at first to be a monument to optimism, calls to mind the contradicting imagery of recent historical disasters. These include memories of traumatic events such as the collapses of the Sŏngsu Bridge and the Samp'ung department store in the middle of Seoul in the mid-1990s (figures 7a and 7b).
14 These two consecutive collapses (the former killing thirty-two commuters and wounding seventeen in October 1994, and the latter killing 506 shoppers and wounding 940 only eight months later, in June 1995) plunged Korean society into profound shock, especially since these public structures were themselves symbols of the "miracle," Korea's accelerated growth and proud modernization. The bridge was built in the 1970s during the apex of rapid industrialization under the military regime as a key part of the infrastructure of the country's development; the lavish Samp'ung store, constructed 1987 Samp'ung store, constructed -1990 , was a shrine to luxury goods for the newly rich residing in the Gangnam district. The collapses thus sounded an alarm for Korean intellectuals and served as a catalyst for reassessing the much-celebrated development model, the state of its development, and its sustainability with a renewed critical consciousness.
It is indeed telling that Plastic Paradise and other installations by Choi that embody this paradox-optimism on the one hand and vulnerability on the other-were being produced during the mid-1990s-the same years as these traumatic events. 15 Questioning the sustainability of the country's modernity and its development model, the ephemerality of the installations conveyed by their hollowness and seeming fragility recalls the vulnerability within the infrastructure of the society, thus foregrounding the condition that cannot preclude such disasters. The culprit of these collapses, as the ensuing investigation revealed, was indeed the corruption endemic in the political, business, and private sectors of the country, which Whittaker et al. (2008) have acutely pointed out. In particular, Korean bureaucrats and business owners routinely justified short-circuiting as Figure 7b (bottom). Collapse of the Samp'ung store (1995) . Source: Yonhap News Agency.
being "inevitable" for a late-developing country, which provided fertile ground for corruption and other forms of misconduct. Korean developers of large-scale public building projects since the 1970s were also regularly involved in illegally shifting to inferior building materials after safety certifications had been issued. Bribing corrupt bureaucrats, who in return turned a blind eye to this practice and to the routine negligence of safety maintenance, was also commonplace among these developers.
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The tension between the spectacularized tower of mass-produced industrial goods and the shallowness of the materials supporting the tower itself seems to echo the condition of intellectual consciousness of the era by probing into the paradox and the malaise within a society that has undergone such a compressed mode of development. Especially after the collapses of the public (1996) acted as a catalyst for this major critical shift. This book came out within a year after the collapses and highlighted the unsustainability of the country's relentless development, preoccupied as it was with growth alone and overlooking so many other important issues. The flexibility (yungt'ongsŏng) and speed (sokdo) in which Koreans had taken so much pride were now perceived as the culprits behind actual and imminent disasters.
The double-edged vision-affirmative yet critical-that can be inferred from Choi's installations clearly echoes the revisionary critical ethos innate in this new paradigm of development, which greatly differs from the dominant critical discourse of the country's socioeconomic shift during the period of popular protest for democratization (dubbed the "minjung movement") in the previous decade. The 1980s minjung critics, who conducted long-delayed critical reflection on the country's modernization since the nineteenth century, focused on political and economic injustices perpetuated in the state's prioritization of growth and development over justice and democracy. They also paid close attention to the stigmatizing role of the international geopolitical (neocolonial) power in perpetuating this condition, with a keen interest in the politics of decolonization. The strong influence of the anticapitalist (anti-neocolonial) paradigm on minjung critics tended to employ a rigid binary vision of social forces. That vision emphasized the inherently oppressive and exploitative nature and structure of the developmental state formulated by the military regime. The paradigm critiqued the state for exacerbating the disparity of wealth in the society and perpetuating poverty among the underprivileged masses and laborers. However, the reborn civil society, which developed after the victory of the democratic movement in the 1992 presidential election, felt a need to revise this critical paradigm. The victory endowed the society with new hope and optimism, making the rigid anticapitalist paradigm seem too ideological and limiting, precluding other viable critiques of the development model and the status quo. The "compressed development" discourse served the need for a new critical discourse within Korean intellectual society well and thus became widely popular. After Kim's book, many publications documented the ills and the paradoxes within Korean development and its status quo, using "compressed development" as their critical framework and referencing the recent collapses as evidence of those ills, paradoxes, and drawbacks (Hong et al. 2006, 36-40; Lee SY 2014) .
The manner in which Plastic Paradise presents the paradox that came about through compressed development effectively insinuates how the Korean masses' dream of modern utopia and happiness might be endearing yet untenable. That is, Choi's double-edged vision, as inferred from the tension between the visual and tactile elements of the installation, does not just celebrate or negate the present; unlike the once-dominant anticapitalist paradigm, it overcomes the negation of the present. Choi's critical strategy engaging with the paradox within the normalized present does not profess a direct or explicit critique of the society but enacts a critical vision by conjuring up another suppressed memory of the counter-utopia within the state of celebrated growth. The hollow body of the tower of abundant consumer goods indeed evokes a dialectical image, a void at the center of the spectacle. From this void, the work triggers traces of the memory of counterutopian reality that the developmentalist state attempted to elide through its ideology, or myth, of "(national economic) growth" and the expanding consumer spectacle. The myth of national economic growth (seongjang sinhwa) that the authoritarian state instilled in the masses-which seems to have continued to inform the social psychology of Koreans even after the 1990s-is defined by prioritization of the (national economic) growth as a conduit for a universal solution, toward "happiness for all." The famous imperative of the Park Chung-Hee era urged "individual sacrifice until the national goal is achieved," promising that such sacrifice would eventually guarantee fair share and happiness for all. Park (1917 Park ( -1979 South Korean president from 1961 to 1979 ) is famous for designating this myth and perception, which helped him effectively implement his famous economic blueprint, Five-Year Economic Development Plan (Kyŏngje 5kaenyŏn Kaebal Gyehoek), in 1962. Combined with a nationalist conviction that national economic growth would redeem the nation and its people from the historical plights and poverty left by Japanese colonialism and the Korean War, Park's imperative was convincing, and it successively moved the public to wholeheartedly embrace his plan. Throughout Park's nearly two-decade reign, the Korean masses subjected themselves to the demands of relentless mobilization through flexible adaptation, which enabled unprecedented accelerated growth, at the cost of the world's longest working hours and lowest wages. 17 The authoritarian regime and social elite promoted Park as the national hero, crediting his development plan and leadership as the foremost source of the nation's "economic miracle." As a deeply ideological state practice, however, this rhetoric was also simultaneously used to justify the regime's brutal suppression of burgeoning public demands for fair distribution of economic growth and further democracy.
18 The regime's popular imperative-"momentary sacrifice of the individual (citizens)"-soon became a point of contention. The self-immolating protest of the young textile worker Chŏn T'aeil (1948-1970) on November 13, 1970 attested to the growing discontent among workers who then formed the majority of the population. 19 The subsequent popular democratization movement of the 1980s, wherein a grand oppositional coalition of antagonized students, intellectuals, workers, peasants, and members of the middle class was formed to counter the political and economic injustice normalized under the authoritarian regime, attests to the public's general disillusionment with the myth of growth Park had constructed and perpetuated.
The Myth of Consumer Society and Popular Creativity
In addition to triggering a critical reflection on the constructed myth of (national economic)
growth that continues to haunt Korean society after the era of authoritarianism, Plastic Paradise While presenting a parallel critique of the myth of consumer society, Choi's installation series engages in the task quite differently. That is, his installations shift the critical ethos from one strongly based on a binary vision of social forces (as in Kim's Lucky Monorium) to one observing the interiority of this myth resulting from its internalization by the masses over decades of industrialization. This interiority addresses the state wherein ideology becomes an internalized desire, making the boundary between them more complex than binary. Precisely, Kim' Monorium renders social forces such as the state-the capitalist (the advertiser) and the workersfarmers (the farmer) in an oppositional relationship, typical of the vision of the 1980s prodemocracy, oppositional intellectuals, activists, and artists. It is important to note that as a university student in the mid-1980s, Choi was deeply sympathetic to the critical ethos of minjung artists, though with certain reservations and critical distance (Choi 2004) . Minjung artists' mission to represent the lives of the underrepresented masses and the negation of the dominant aesthetic norms of the formalist abstraction greatly appealed to Choi. The serious and dark oppositional didactic tone of minjung art, however, did not, as Choi was becoming attuned to the more liberal and pluralist spirit of the coming era. As a next-generation artist emerging after the late 1980s and becoming active after liberalization in 1993, Choi has an ethos and gaze, inferred from his installations, that clearly reflects a certain optimism and pluralism, as well as the ambivalent, double-edged sentiment of the era. Namely, despite the positivistic and pluralist spirit beginning to permeate the postauthoritarian Korean society, the country's intellectual society still had to tackle the remnants of a relentless compressed development process. This ambivalent sentiment of the era undoubtedly informs the way Choi's art simultaneously presents a monument and antimonument to the status quo and the ethos of the masses in a consumer society.
As for pluralism, a postmodern discourse began to influence the Korean art world in the late 1980s, despite understandable local resistance to yet another cultural paradigm with universalizing implications extrapolated from the "assumed" center, the West. There is no doubt that this new discourse helped Choi justify his artistic direction beyond the polarizing aesthetic ideologies of the previous era and the universalist constraints of the Western aesthetic and art historical canon that burdened, haunted, and limited Korean artists. That is, the pluralist doctrine call it, is well manifested in the example of a small reformed plastic stool that Choi discovered on a street corner in Seoul ( figure 9 ). This simple stool is part of Choi's collection of "found objects" from popular places and was originally a mundane mass-produced consumer object. Yet it has been reformed through attentive adaption by an unknown user who enhanced it with scraps of extruded polystyrene (otherwise known as Styrofoam) on the seating area for extra comfort and tightly duct-taped it for stability. This is just one example of such low-end, mass-produced objects adapted by their users for everyday purposes, and those familiar popular constructs found in the most unassuming places and corners in the city that reveal ingenious and creative designs of unknown men and women, which became a muse for Choi. Those adapted found objects 22 and popular constructs discovered by Choi also include variously sized metal paint or oil containers simply modified and turned into fire pits in construction sites, or broken glass bottle fragments embedded in molded cement fences for added security. 23 Each of Choi's installations takes inspiration from unpatented vernacular designs found in these objects and constructs.
Park 67 Plastic Paradise, in particular, seems to have taken its inspiration directly from the traditional market ( figure 10a, 10b, 10c) , one of Choi's favorite places to wander. The chaelaesichang traces its origin back to the open-air street markets in the premodern past. 24 It has coexisted with modern industrialized stores inside buildings (often called mart in Korea) in an old yet rapidly developing city like Seoul, a highly "polarized and heterogeneous space" (Maderthaner 2008, 26-27) . What is important to note in relation to Choi's aesthetic vision is that the traditional market has embodied the habitus of the urban masses from the lower economic strata, including the large number of migrants from the countryside, a common phenomenon in a place of accelerated development. Meanwhile, the mart typically attracts the more affluent urban populations or elites. For Choi, the traditional market thus becomes a site in which to explore the stories of class, economy, and culture, derive a true picture of the lives of the masses, and measure the modernity of the nation from the perspective of the masses. He not only has purchased a large quantity of plastic colanders for his installation at the market but also faithfully captures and replicates in the installation the dynamic optimism and energy coming from the diverse crowds that electrify the place. The active and resilient form of life he witnesses in the market are also shaped by the many layers of seemingly conflictual forces-the traditional and the modern, the commercial/transactional and the communal, the raw and the industrial-that continue to fuse and collide. As an indispensable part of the resilient life of the masses in the time of radical transition, these colorful plastic colanders are their everyday essentials. These products of modern industry replace what used to be made manually and in smaller quantities in local communities using natural materials like bamboo. Their vibrant industrial colors (red, green, blue, pink, and so on) -all adopted into Choi's color scheme-and diverse shapes (variously round and square) are thus interpreted as signifiers of the fantastic modern life that industrialization brought to the masses, capable of reproducing any household item in any color, shape, or quantity. Not only did Choi sample the colanders as specimens of the modern life of the masses and recapture the optimistic vibe they add to the already vibrant marketplace; he also seems to have taken from these market displays a hint for his simple and ingenious technique of tectonic construction of the installation. Choi's revision is the belief that the multitudes are always already creative agents capable of active adaptation and recreation of the given environment. It is important to note that Choi's exhibition has also become a conduit for this vision by displaying and juxtaposing those (adapted) found objects and samples of popular construct side by side with works he has created himself, giving them equal importance (Choi 2014). 28 His frequent, nuanced confessions and statements in interviews that his works "copy, steal, and plagiarize" (Wong 2003, 41 ) the discoveries from these 
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Conclusion: Plastic Paradise, an Imperfect Utopia and Iconoclastic Utopianism
The abundant, shallow, kitsch plastic goods spectacularized through Plastic Paradise not only testify to the condition of the material culture of the masses in a "late developer" nation in the 1990s; they are also designated to narrate and reinforce the story of modern paradox-a penetrating theme throughout Choi's work-which is already innate in the industrial material, plastic. Choi's art seems to actively capitalize on the aspect of this found material, and his installations often positively narrate, on a surface level, the utopian hope associated with abundant plastic goods through the happy vibe surrounding them. Choi underscores this effort with the titles he assigns to his works by juxtaposing plastic with terms of optimism (Plastic Paradise, Plastic Happiness, and Plastic, Plastic, Plastic) . Invented at the peak of industrial revolution, the qualities of plastic-its malleability and durability, as well as its being lightweight and low-cost-made material indispensable to the modern manufacturing industry. The mass-consumption society realized its utopian ideal of egalitarianism basically through this material whose versatility, affordability, and durability enable the infinite production of affordable consumer goods for all.
However, the irony lies in the fact that such utopian qualities, especially durability, produced the dystopian condition from within modern society, which has been intoxicated by its own ability to produce those goods in infinity. The mounds of imperishable plastic goods strewn and lying in an industrial wasteland have thus become an iconic image of modern dystopia in the era of planned obsolescence. The perception of a paradoxical intersection of utopia and dystopia that Choi's plastic monuments evoke indeed implodes the innocent utopian optimism that it initially meant to narrate.
The spectacularized kitsch aesthetic of Plastic Paradise thrives in the contiguous perception of paradox innate in itself. The scene of the ephemeral kitsch unabashedly spectacularized-also found in So Far So Good (mass-produced identical synthetic pig heads that look more real than the real ones, stacked up like a tall religious altar) and in Plastic Paradise, Encore, Encore, Encore (sublime horizontal row of mass-produced identical fake golden trophy ornaments modeled on the Greek goddess of victory)-unmistakably evokes a profound void at the center of the phenomenon. Echoing observations by Austrian novelist Hermann Broch and literary scholar Eva Le Grande that kitsch is a self-deceiving "falsehood" 29 and "behind the mask of beauty, [it] conceals the conflictual reality" (Le Grand 1999, 12) , this void indeed conjures up the imagery of many stories of dystopian and conflictual reality elided by the state. The state of miraculous growth for which this kitsch spectacle stands suppressed the voices of the underprivileged and hid away the story of human retrogression. The amalgamation of identity into a commodity relation that this spectacle of consumer goods symbolizes, being normalized in modern consumer society, has perpetuated, and will perpetuate, the alienation of everyone reified in the relation. Behind the facade seemingly celebrating the masses' optimism, the tower of abundant kitsch consumer objects may also insinuate a grim future for the masses, who have long sacrificed themselves in a happy dream for the future yet may be left forever stuck in the same circle of the low-end kitsch without ever reaching the outside of it.
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What makes Plastic Paradise such a paradoxical and complex monument to the state and stories of modernity and the ethos of people is the way it enacts narratives of conflation and conflict of differential or oppositional utopianisms in the developmental state, which shaped the condition of the present. American social critic Russell Jacoby provides apt metaphors in Picture Imperfect:
Utopian Thought for an Anti-Utopian Age (2005) . In this book, he asserts and discusses the inseparable relationship between utopia and dystopia and different forms of utopianism. One of the utopianisms that he discusses is "blueprint utopianism," the hitherto dominant utopianism that inevitably grows dystopia within as its "logical fulfilment" (Jacoby 2005, 7-8) . That is, the blueprint utopianism strives for an idea of the future, driven by a single totalitarian image of a perfect society as mapped out by a small group of elites (Jacoby 2005, xv-xvi) . Another utopianism noted by Jacoby is a less familiar yet "inevitable" one, which he dubs "iconoclastic utopianism." Iconoclastic utopianism addresses the exciting optimism that the multitude embraces while striving for an idea of the future that defies such a single totalizing image (2005, xvi) . The latter is the utopianism that is conceivable as an alternative at the ruins of many failed modern utopias in the twentieth century (Jacoby 2005, 7) . Plastic Paradise as a monument or antimonument, thrives in paradox and complexity due to its relationship to both utopianisms as an important part of the story of Korean development and its modernization. Indeed, the two utopian forces were conflated and conflicted throughout the period of the accelerated growth and democratization leading to the 1990s. That is, on the one hand, this installation may be read as a monument to Park Chung-Hee's blueprint utopianism, which dominated and instilled exciting optimism in the masses through his economic plan, leading to the accelerated growth. On the other hand, it may also be read as a monument to the iconoclastic utopianism embraced by the masses, who internalized Park's blueprint utopianism and devoted themselves to the project to enable the accelerated growth. In the process, they also engaged in an active interpretation of the original premises of the utopianism designated by the authoritarian elites. Iconoclastic utopianism seems to have brewed within this process through the decades of growth and mobilization, which led the masses to assess their reality against the illusion of utopia that the authoritarian elites tried to instill in them, in a contrived action that in fact deferred "happiness for all." Their protest throughout the 1980s proved the iconoclastic power of the masses striving for an idea of the future defying the top-down logic of "(individual) sacrifice." Choi's monument does not explicitly narrate the story of the masses' empowerment and protest but affirms it through the celebration of their resilience and transformative creativity, which his art actively emulates and monumentalizes.
In conclusion, the spectacularized tower of the abundant yet shallow plastic colanders Choi presents in Plastic Paradise perhaps insinuates how the result of compressed development driven by blueprint utopianism can collapse at any time. This tower simultaneously may also narrate how the multitude, who actually built it with their tremendous optimism, has been sustaining the structure with their resilience, iconoclastic adaptability, and creativity without letting it collapse.
In this way, this installation may be read as a monument to an imperfect utopia against the backdrop of the ephemeral present and future, which continues to defy illusions of a singular picture of the present shaped by the economic miracle and punctuated by the collapses of public buildings.
Soyang Park is Assistant Professor in the Faculty of Liberal Arts and Sciences and School of Interdisciplinary Studies at Ontario College of Art and Design (OCAD) University.
Notes 1 This is a rare autobiographical essay by artist, designer (interior, architecture, graphics, and film art), and art director Choi Jeonghwa. Choi is famous for working across the boundaries between fine art, design, and the everyday with an intention to bridge these domains. His works transgressing the established norms of art led the Korean art world to nickname him an enfant terrible when he emerged on the scene in the 1990s. Choi detests the label of "artist" and frequently refers to himself as a designer (he opened a design and creative project office called Ghaseum Art Studio in 1992), or as a "Sunday artist," which also echoes his anti-art and anti-institutional stances (Wong 2003, 43) . Choi garnered international fame after participating in several major international exhibitions, such as the second "Asia-Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art" (1996) Ahn (1996a, 69) , Ahn (1996b, 29) , HD Kim (1996, 45-47) , J. B. Lee (1996, 65) . 6 "Readymade" refers to manufactured and finished objects adapted by the Dada artists as "art objects" since the 1910s. 7
Critical writings published in Korean in the 1990s include Lee YW (1996) and Beck This term was inspired by the similar case of accelerated economic development in postwar Germany dubbed "the Miracle on the Rhine." The vast Han River runs through the center of the capital city of Seoul. 10
In 1962, Korea was as poor as Pakistan and the Congo. Rapid industrialization and economic growth laid the foundation for South Korea to become the ninth or tenth largest economic power in the world by the late 1990s (see Eckert et al. 1990, 388) . 11
Among these works, About Being Irritated-The Death of a Robot is an anomaly, since Choi clearly attempted to narrate the failure of the optimism more explicitly in it than in his others through the motif of a deflating balloon robot. 12
John McHale (1922 McHale ( -1978 influenced the birth of U.K. pop art. 13
Major works on "compressed development" published by South Korean writers since 1996 include Kim JK (1996, 82-83) , Bok (1998, 18) , and Han (2003, 23-24 development, see, in addition to Whittaker et al. (2008) , Amsden (1989) and Abelmann (2003, 281-282) . 14 The Sŏngsu Bridge is one of the thirty-one bridges over the Han River. 15 In an interview with James B. Lee in 1996, Choi himself noted the collapses of these structures as cases of "flimflam fabrication" (one of the characteristics of the Korean city and "a distinctively modern Korean culture" inspiring his work) produced "by all the rapid changes and rupture in its recent past" (J. B. Lee 1996, 66) . 16 Similar practices have been blamed for the disastrous April 2014 sinking of the South Korean ferry Sewol. Korean bureaucrats turned a blind eye to the illegal and risky redesign of the aged ferry by its owner and to its being routinely overloaded. Details of the dark connection between the owner and the network of political elites remain yet to be fully uncovered. 17
Korean workers endured low wages and poor working conditions through such "tolerance and industriousness" (Eckert et al. 1990, 402-403) . 18
Throughout his term in office, Park consistently endorsed a "business-first policy," cracking down on strikes and brutally suppressing those voices advocating for workers' rights.
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Chŏn chose death as a method of protest, which subsequently led the Korean workers' struggle to spread across the country like wildfire throughout the 1970s and 1980s. 20
Lee Bul (b. 1964 ) became a pioneer in the development of feminist art in South Korea through her artistic exploration during this period. 21
Lee Bul also uses fish and other everyday materials like beads and sequins in her new sculptures and installations. 22
The "adapted found object" is my term to elucidate the source of inspiration for Choi's art as distinguished from the readymade or "found object" that was adapted by the early Dada artists. Dada artists adapted manufactured and finished objects as "art objects" (readymade) to challenge the notions of creativity and originality in art in the wake of the industrial revolution. Choi, however, uses manufactured goods not as substitutes for his art as they are, but is inspired by the way that those objects as goods are actively "used" and "adapted" by and for the masses and become the indispensable fabric of their everyday life. Choi's vision in this way looks away from the Dadaists' focus on the machine as the "new hands" and restores the place and traces of human hands in readymade in the context of the objects' "usage." 23 These grassroots designs are found across Korea. Anyone who lived there during the period of accelerated growth has memories of witnessing them on random street corners and in residential alleyways and construction sites in cities and the countryside. Choi is an ardent collector of such objects as samples of vernacular design. 24
The famous Namdaemun and Gwangjang (formerly Dongdaemun) markets in Seoul, which now form a large complex that house both types of markets-open-air and enclosed stores-have originated from this traditional open-air market of old Seoul. 25 I thus call Choi's art "market pop," which was the title of earlier versions of this article. The affectionate and engaging gaze underpinning Choi's market pop is very different, as I have discussed so far in this article, from the sense of "indifference" and "ironic removal" underpinning the pop art of the American artist Andy Warhol (1928 -1987 ) (Lucie-Smith 1994 Roth 1977, 46-53) . James B. Lee rightly notes that Choi's art asserts "[the objects'] specific ties to history, politics, place and class" (1996, 66) . Comparing it to the work of American artist Jeff Koons (b. 1955), Lee notes that despite the commonality in their aspiration in adapting the popular kitsch objects, Koons substitutes the cheap original materials of the found objects with more high-end materials like porcelain and stainless steel for his final creations, as in Michael Jackson and Bubbles (1988) and Rabbit in Naples, Italy (2003) . The effect of the substitution is that Koons hijacks the surfaces of the popular objects and uses them as "aesthetic" motifs, making his art a "doubly commodified kitsch," which subjects it to "the recuperative inertia of institutional and commercial processes" (Lee 1996, 66) . 27
The aim of minjung art-like many democratically inspired art projects historically and across cultures-was a gradual shift in its focus from "art for people" to "art of and by people." The activities of Choi Byung-Su (a carpenter turned leading minjung artist since the early 1980s) and the Citizen's Art School (Shimin-Misul-Hakkyo, since 1983) are two notable exceptions. 28
Choi's blog also has a section dedicated to images of the popular places that inspired him and the objects he collected. It is also important to note that Choi detests conventional art exhibitions and does not typically create art for institutionalized art spaces like museums and galleries. He mostly makes art for the outdoors to blur the boundary between his "art" and the everyday. For the rare retrospective exhibition mentioned here, "Natural Color, Multiple Flower Show" ("Ch'ong-Ch'ŏn-Yŏn-Saek") in Seoul in 2014, Choi used both indoor spaces and outdoor areas surrounding the old Seoul train station, with the indoor exhibits deliberately inviting in the popular "art" from the streets. 29
Broch noted that kitsch "falls back on the person in need of it, on the person who uses this highly considerate mirror so as to be able to recognize himself in the counterfeit images it throws back at him and to confess his own lie" (Broch 1969, 49) . 30
Color, Color, Color, among Choi's early installations, narrates the gap between the ideal and the reality perceived by the members of society from the lower economic strata more explicitly through the juxtaposition of a quasi-chandelier made of myriad cheap colored light bulbs above a miniature sofa and coffee table set (Ŭngjŏpset'ŭ) in this site-specific installation. Such class dimension is signified by the very outdated and basic kitchen in which this installation is set. This kind of kitchen is typically found in houses in old underdeveloped areas of city. The sofa and table set is a symbol of the Korean middle class in the mid-1990s.
